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Transaction
Brocair Partners acted as the exclusive M&A
advisor to Briggs, in which Brocair conducted a
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measures, reduce rehospitalizations, and optimize
reimbursement. At the time of the transaction,
more than 2,500 long-term care providers used
SimpleLTC products.
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Notable Aspects
Briggs Healthcare has a long history of delivering documentation tools
which support regulatory compliance and quality outcomes in the longterm care and home care industries. With the addition of SimpleLTC, its
customers will have the ability to use the data they collect to gain
insight to improve their day to day operations, and provide a higher
quality of care.
Briggs had not historically offered software-based products, so this
acquisition represented an important transformative step, allowing
Briggs to enter the downstream data utilization space, and to provide a
more complete package of services to its extensive customer base.

What Difference Did We Make?
Brocair facilitated an introduction to the owners, who initially were not
ready to sell the business. Brocair continued to follow up over a period
of time, and with careful persistence and effort the owners engaged
with us and our client. We were able to help Briggs refine its valuation
and deal structure through tailored precedent transaction research,
and, through consultation with Briggs, we worked with SimpleLTC to
reach agreements on the substantive points of the letter of intent, and
overcome disagreements on various points to bring both parties
together. We then organized the confirmatory due diligence process to
streamline the path to closing.
Bruce Dan, CEO of Briggs Healthcare, remarked “Brocair's professional
and experienced team was instrumental in proactively identifying
SimpleLTC as the ideal acquisition for our digital expansion plans. Their
industry knowledge and patience was a critical part of the acquisition
process of introduction, data collection, and close. We have worked
with Gregg and his team for several years and look forward to future
M&A successes as well.”
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